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A THz transverse electromagnetic mode two-dimensional interconnect
layer incorporating quasi-optics
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~Received 24 July 2003; accepted 12 September 2003!

We report the demonstration of a planar THz interconnect layer capable of transmitting
subpicosecond pulses in the transverse electromagnetic~TEM! mode over arbitrarily long paths with
low absorption and no observable group velocity dispersion. Quasioptical elements are incorporated
within the interconnect layer forming a configurable THz bandwidth TEM-mode planar interconnect
with negligible group velocity dispersion and low loss. For a 146 mm guided path length, including
four reflections, the pulses are broadened by the frequency dependent absorption of the interconnect
layer from 0.28 to 0.32 ps, and attenuated by the factor 0.2. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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Terahertz~THz! waveguides have recently been demo
strated to be an alternative to high-speed coplanar trans
sion lines.1–4 For frequencies up to 3.5 THz, the attenuati
coefficient of metal waveguides has been shown to be
than 1/10 that of lithographically defined transmission lin
on dielectric substrates. Within the passband of the wa
guide, the measured power coupling into the waveguide
typically 40% of the incoming THz power. For the sing
conductor circular and rectangular metal waveguides the
served excessive THz pulse broadening was caused by
extreme group velocity dispersion~GVD! near the cutoff fre-
quency. Such pulse broadening does not occur for the tr
verse electromagnetic~TEM! mode of a parallel-plate meta
waveguide, since it has no cutoff frequency. The group
phase velocities of the TEM mode are determined solely
the dielectric. Recent experiments have shown efficient q
sioptic coupling of freely propagating subpicosecond~subps!
pulses of THz radiation into parallel-plate metal waveguid
and the subsequent low-loss, single TEM mode propaga
exhibiting negligible GVD.3,4 Consequently, a THz
interconnect,5 capable of propagating subps pulses w
minimal loss and no distortion, has been realized.

However, all of these demonstrations involved quasi
tical input and output coupling of freely propagating TH
beams into and out of the THz waveguides. The remain
challenge is to efficiently connect the THz TEM wavegui
with integrated circuitry. To address this problem we ha
begun to study a macroscopic planar interconnect appro
using two-dimensional~2D! quasioptics. The interconnec
consists of two relatively large~many centimeters! metal
plates separated from each other by approximately 100mm.
Within this 100mm thick, free-space interconnect layer, pl
nar quasioptical components are placed to guide, collim
or focus the propagating THz TEM waves. This 2D plan
quasioptics approach has the potential to realize a spat
localized point–to–point interconnect with the low-los
broad bandwidth, and negligible GVD of the single-mo
THz TEM planar metal waveguides.

a!Electronic address: grischd@ceat.okstate.edu
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This 2D interconnect is related to previous works
Mink, in which he proposed and demonstrated the hyb
dielectric slab-beam waveguide~HDSBW!.6,7 The HDSBW
uses two distinct waveguiding principles to guide elect
magnetic waves in a dielectric slab. In the direction norm
to the slab the guided waves are described by the mode
the slab waveguide, while in the lateral direction the bea
freely propagate and can be guided with quasi-optical co
ponents. In other work, spatiotemporal electro-optic imag
of propagating subps THz pulses, electro-optically genera
by ~fs! optical pulses in 0.5 mm thick nonlinear LiNbO3

crystals, was performed.8,9 For this case dielectric
waveguides, diffractive, interferometric, and focusing e
ments were demonstrated for propagation lengths of sev
millimeters in LiNbO3.

Here we report an experimental demonstration of
validity of the 2D interconnect approach, by directing a w
characterized beam of subps THz pulses into such a 2D
terconnect layer and guiding the beam through the layer w
four simple 2D mirrors. The THz pulses in the output bea
from the 2D layer showed minimal broadening due to GV
and their total attenuation coefficient was less than twice
attenuation coefficient of the corresponding planar cop
waveguide. The minimal broadening of the output puls
was caused by their frequency dependent attenuation.
successful demonstration of 2D reflective quasioptics imp
that more complex reflective optics should allow for conf
cal, integrated guided wave interconnect structures to be
alized. In particular, with the incorporation of focusing o
tics, efficient point–to–point THz pulse communicatio
within this interconnect plane should be possible.

The experimental setup of Fig. 1 consists of a photoc
ductively switched transmitter and receiver in the stand
THz time domain spectroscopy configuration.1,4,5 In this ar-
rangement a frequency dependent beam waist is prese
the central confocal position. Here, a lens-interconnect-l
system is placed at this central position. The lenses are h
resistivity silicon plano-cylindrical lenses of length 15 mm
thex-direction, 10 mm in they-direction, with a 5 mmradius
of curvature and a thickness of 6.56 mm. At the focus
6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
 license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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each silicon lens the electric field is linearly polarized p
pendicular to the interconnect plates, and a beam of elli
cross section is produced. This beam has a frequency i
pendent minor axis and a linearly frequency dependent m
axis with 1/e amplitude diameters of 200mm and 8 mm,
respectively, at 1 THz.

For this experiment two externally identical parall
plate interconnects were fabricated from a 9.5 mm thick o
gen free copper alloy 101 plate, machined to shape, and
ished by hand. The external dimensions of each struc
were 100 mm in thex-direction, 76 mm in thez-direction,
with a 19 mm overall height in they-direction. Both struc-
tures used 100mm copper alloy 110 shim stock to mainta
the plate spacing, and the same material was used for
internal mirrors. The mirrors were hand polished such t
the polished edges remained square with sharp corners
flat reflecting surfaces. The first interconnect incorporated
internal quasioptical elements and had a straight thro
path length of 68 mm. This structure therefore functioned
a parallel-plate waveguide. The second interconnect ha
146 mm guided path length, achieved by making four refl
tions from planar quasioptical flat mirrors incorporat
within the 2D interconnect layer. Because the two interc
nect structures were externally identical, the positions
their included silicon lenses relative to the confocal be
waist of the THz-TDS system did not change with the int
nal THz path length.

The reference pulse, shown in Fig. 2~a!, was taken with
no interconnect or lenses present in the THz-TDS syst
The propagated pulses through the 68 mm straight path
the 146 mm reflective path through the 2D interconnects
shown in Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!, respectively. It should be note
that the two silicon cylindrical lenses of each interconn
reduce the transmitted signal by the multiplicative factor
0.49, owing to reflections from the high-index (n53.42)
lens material. Each of the pulses shown is the result o
single measurement. The measured full width at half ma
mum ~FWHM! pulsewidths of the propagated pulses throu

FIG. 1. Optoelectronic THz-TDS system incorporating either a 68 m
straight path~Path-1! or a 146 mm reflective path~Path-2! through the 2D
interconnect layer.
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the reference, the 68 mm straight path, and the 146
reflective path are 0.28, 0.29, and 0.32 ps, respectively.
reported in Ref. 4, we similarly observe no dispersive pu
broadening. The pulsewidths are only slightly broadened
the frequency dependent absorption, due to the finite cond
tivity of the copper plates and mirrors.

Figure 3 shows the relative amplitude spectra, scaled
facilitate comparison of the pulses. Each spectrum is
Fourier transform of a single time-domain scan. The FWH
of the amplitude spectra are 1.9 THz for the reference,
THz for the 68 mm straight path, and 0.9 THz for the 1
mm reflective path. The smoothness of the spectra with
observed low frequency cutoffs confirms TEM mode prop
gation.

The transfer function of the single-mode TEM plan
waveguide based interconnect system can be written in
frequency domain as

Eout~v!5Eref~v!TCxCy
2R4e2 j ~bzL2b0d!e2aL, ~1!

whereEout(v) andEref(v) are the complex spectral compo
nents at angular frequencyv for the output~measured! and
reference electric fields, respectively,T is the amplitude

FIG. 2. ~a! Reference pulse taken with neither lenses nor interconnect in
system.~b! Propagated pulse through the straight 68 mm path through
2D interconnect.~c! Propagated pulse through the 146 mm reflective p
through the interconnect.

FIG. 3. Amplitude spectra of the propagated pulses of Figs. 2~a!–2~c!, re-
spectively.~a! Standard TDS system and~b! straight 68 mm path@spectrum
multiplied by 4#. ~c! 146 mm reflective path@spectrum multiplied by 8#.
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transmission coefficient accounting for the Fresnel refl
tions from the cylindrical lens surfaces,Cx is the coupling
coefficient in thex-direction which is assumed to be 100%
the input and therefore is not squared.Cy is the coupling
coefficient in they-direction.R is the amplitude reflectivity
of the 2D interconnect mirrors, set to unity for the straig
path. L is the guided wave path length in the interconn
and d is the corresponding free space path length with
interconnect removed.a is the amplitude attenuation con
stant,bz is the phase constant, andbo5(2p/l0), wherel0

is the free space wavelength.
Applying Eq.~1! to the straight path~path-1! and reflec-

tive path ~path-2! data separately and taking the absolu
value of their complex ratio, we obtain an expression for
effective amplitude absorption coefficientaeff that depends
on the ratio of the measured electric fields, which include
effect of the coupling in thex-direction and the reflectivity of
the four mirrors:

aeff5
1

~L12L2!
lnUEout2

Eout1
U. ~2!

The theoretical absorption coefficient for the TEM mo
of a parallel plate waveguide is a5(10.88
31023@107/sl0#0.5)/(h0b),10 whereh0 is the wave imped-
ance of free space@h05(m0 /e0)1/2;377 V#, b is the plate
separation~100 mm!, and s is the conductivity of copper
(5.83107 V21 m21). The measured effective absorptio
shown in Fig. 4 is the average of data taken from three se
rate experiments, using Eq.~2!, with the theoretical absorp
tion for a parallel plate waveguide plotted for compariso
This absorption is in reasonable agreement with previ
waveguide data,3,4 even though it includes the four reflec
tions and theCx coupling losses due to the nonconfocality
the system with the interconnect layer installed. As such,
reflectivity of the incorporated mirrors is considered to a
proach unity, thereby confirming the efficacy of this a
proach.

FIG. 4. Measured effective amplitude absorptionaeff ~open circles! for the
interconnect layer and the theoretical absorptiona ~solid line! for the TEM
mode of a 100mm parallel plate copper waveguide.
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Compared to the minimum loss of the parallel-pla
waveguide, the excess loss can be attributed to three me
nisms: First, the coupling coefficientCx was not removed
from the measured data. In previous work the effect of t
coupling was calculated based on a Gaussian THz beam
was removed. However, recent measurements show tha
THz beams are not Gaussian.11 If a Gaussian beam wer
assumed, the absorption would be reduced by only 0
cm21 at 2 THz. Second, we expect some loss as the struc
likely has gaps of several microns between the plates and
mirror edges allowing leakage of the guided mode, althou
significant efforts were made to reduce this effect. Third,
skin depth of copper at the frequencies of interest is appr
mately 100 nm, so that surface roughness equal to or gre
than the skin depth may lead to an additional frequency
pendent loss.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a two-dimensio
THz interconnect layer incorporating quasioptical mirro
The mirrors have a minimal effect on the overall loss of t
interconnect layer and TEM mode propagation is maintain
for significant lengths after multiple reflections. This demo
stration of planar reflective optics implies that more comp
reflective optics should allow for fully confocal, integrate
THz bandwidth interconnect structures to be fabricated. T
technology allows for the possibility of guided wave TH
bandwidth multiplexers, transmitter/receiver arrays, a
densely integrated interconnect structures with comm
plates comprising the interconnect layer. Furthermore,
ability to focus within the interconnect layer should allow f
intense subps pulses of THz to be achieved within the la
and guided wave based spectroscopy to be performed.

This work was partially supported by the National Sc
ence Foundation, the U.S. Army Research Office, and
Semiconductor Research Corporation, Center for Advan
Interconnect Systems Technologies.
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